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The concept

BILANZ stands for

high-quality business journalism and intelligent 

entertainment in a magazine format every month

critical, investigative, sophisticated, cheeky, egocentric 

and (if necessary) ironic contents

readership with high consumption strength and 

purchasing power

BILANZ is published 10 times per year at newsstands 

and in WELT Print Werktag incl. compact 

(subscription circulation)
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Anniversary party in may

We celebrate 5 yeas Bilanz – with exciting insights and background stories!

Coming soon in may, 10/05/2019



Bilanz and artificial intelligence 

With the topic of Al and „German AI Award", Bilanz 

continues its journalistic commitment in the field of 

artificial intelligence. 

Starting in December 2018, the topic of AI will be a 

new editorial focus in all print editions and will 

continuously be part of the BILANZ and of WELT.de. 

The impulse for this is the German AI Award in 

September 2019. „United Artist“ is the embracing 

theme for all the different aspects that gather around 

the award-winning ceremony. 

AI-Agenda (extract):

➢ AI in the key sectors of 
mechanical engineering, 
finance, and automotive 
industry

➢ Programmers as artists of 
the 21st century

➢ AI as a military tool of the 
future 

➢ ….
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The digital business competence

embedded into the WELT.de news portal

stands for well-founded and intelligent financial and 

business journalism

Integration KI-Price and Start Me Up: Channel with 

permanent, relevant coverage about artificial 

intelligence an Start Ups / founder

Regular newsletter about the upcoming issue: „Mail 

from the Editor-In-Chief“

Facts: Unique User 20 m.*
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